
Leatherworking
The use of animal skins for clothing is nearly
as old as man himself. Leather items have been
found dating back to 1300 BC. It was also used
for many domestic objects, such as water bottles,
cups and bowls. Leather also had its uses in
warfare and, of course, footwear! Leather expert
Chris Lindsay-White explains more…  

Aelfric, Abbot of Cerne Abbas in Dorset, during the
11th century attributed these words to a Saxon
leatherworker: “I buy hides and skins and I prepare
them by my craft and I make of them boots of various
kinds, ankle-leathers, shoes, leather breeches,
bottles, bridle-thongs, flasks and budgets, leather
neck-pieces, spur-leathers, and nobody would wish
to go through winter without my craft.”

Leather is made from the skin of an animal; this is
known as the hide. Turning the hide into leather is a
long, smelly and dirty process. First, the hair or fur is
scraped off from the ‘grain’ side of the hide. The fat
or flesh is then scraped off the other ‘flesh’ side.
At some point, it was found that if a hide was soaked
in a lime solution (the same sort of lime used for
building plaster), this would loosen the hair, fat and
flesh, making the hide easier to work.

Once the hair, fat and flesh had been removed, the
hide was laid out in pits with water and the crushed
bark from oak trees. This ensured that the leather did
not perish. The process is called ‘tanning’, and it
could take months depending on the thickness of
the hide. Cowhide can be almost a centimetre thick! 

The process of tanning appears to have remained
largely unchanged from the Saxon period to the
17th century, with tanners using oak bark and any
other secret ingredients that they could get away
with! However, other processes were also used.
These included ‘brain tanning’, where an animal brain
would be liquidized and rubbed into the hide (yuk!),
and ‘tawing’, where the hide is dipped in a vat of
alum, salt, egg yolk, flour and oil (this results in a
white leather). Other tanners oiled and smoked hides

by working animal fat into the hide and then curing
it with smoke from fires.

Once tanned, the leather could be
given added strength and water-

resistance by rubbing in a
mixture of tallow, bees wax,

cod liver oil, and other
oils and animal fats. 

Leather is an organic
material. It can only survive
in anaerobic conditions
(where there is no air), on
sites that are waterlogged,
or in very dry or very cold
places. For this reason,
it is rarely preserved and
not found very often by
archaeologists. Despite
this, thousands of
examples of leather items have been found, simply
because so much leather was used for so many
purposes in the past! For example, archaeologists
have found shoes and boots from the Roman,
Viking and medieval periods, purses, belts, sword
scabbards, and leather off-cuts, amongst other items.
These finds, together with
manuscripts and illustrations,
allow archaeologists to get a
good idea of the appearance
and construction of a wide
range of leather items.

Archaeologists have
managed to work out how
stitching was done, and
discovered how our ancestors
decorated their leather items
using a range of techniques
such as: openwork (cutting
out bits from the leather to
create small open shapes
through the leather), incising
(cutting out patterns on the
leather surface), and
engraving (using a blunt tool
to make marks on the surface
of the leather). Many leather
items were also dyed or painted,
and some had ornate fittings such as buckles.

You can try leatherworking yourself by following my
instructions to make a simple drawstring purse on
the next page!
Chris D. Lindsay-White
Advisor on Leatherworking at Yorkshire 
Museum of Farming, Murton Park, York

YAC Attack Facts -
Leatherworking

■ Oak bark has a lot of tannin, or tannic acid, 
in it, hence the term ‘tanned’.

■ A ‘budget’ was a leather bag in which you
might keep your food and drink for the day.

■ If the leatherworker needed the finished leather
to be very soft, the hide would be soaked in
vats of warm dog faeces, pigeon dung or
chicken droppings! This is called ‘bating’.

■ In the 19th century, people would gather dog
faeces from the streets of London to sell to
the tanneries. These people were known
as ‘pure gatherers’.

A Viking-age leather shoe excavated
from Coppergate in York 10

Decorated medieval leather
sheath found in excavation 
in Low Petergate, York. 
Drawing: Lesley Collett 
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A reconstruction of a Viking
leatherworker’s market stall from
the Jorvik Viking Centre in York



Drawstring leather purses were a common
accessory throughout history. Purses like this
one might have been made and used by
Romans, Vikings, medieval people, and even
people living as recently as the 18th and 19th
centuries. They would have been hung from
belts, and the drawstring would have kept the
contents – perhaps money or small tools and
weapons – safe.

You will need:

Method:

1. Copy, trace or photocopy 
the purse pattern outline 
and dots onto cardboard 
and cut it out. Carefully 
punch holes where the 
dots are marked to create 
a cardboard template.

3. Cut out both pieces of 
your purse.

4. Punch holes where 
marked. It is very 
important that these line 
up on both pieces of 
leather, so if your hole 
punch is strong enough, 
punch through both 
pieces at once. 

5. Measure and cut out four 50cm lengths of cord. 

6. Tie two of the pieces of cord together at one 
end. Lay your purse pieces flat so that one is 
on top of the other with the outside sides facing
up, and so that the middle holes on the curved 
edge match up. Pass the two ends of the 
knotted cord through both these holes from

the top side down, 
so that the two pieces
are joined together 
and the knot is on the
outside. (See photo!)

7. You now need to thread up the sides 
of your purse. Turn over your purse, and 
thread one cord in and out of the holes up one 
side of the purse starting from the middle hole. 
Then repeat this with the other cord up the 
other side to create 
the body of your 
purse. (See the 
threading diagram!)

8.Tie the two ends of 
the leftover cord 
together to make a 
loop at the top of 
your purse. This 
loop is how it would have
been hung from a belt.

9. To create the drawstring at 
the top of the bag, take one 
of your remaining pieces of 
cord. Start from one seam 
(or edge) of the purse and 
thread in and out of the 
holes right around the top of the bag finishing 
one hole from where you started. Tie the two 
ends together. Repeat this with the other 
cord, starting from the opposite side of the 
purse. When you pull both ends at the same 
time, the bag should shut! 

Anna from York was YAC’s
fab helper making the purse.
Here she is with the finished
purple bag and another one
that we made earlier!
Thanks, Anna!! 

Extra ideas and information: 

■ Why don’t you make your 
own cords using the cord 
winding tablet from the YAC 
Attack in Issue 132 of Young Archaeologist?!

■ You could make your purse out of felt or
another material if you can’t find any leather. 

■ Why don’t you customise your purse
with beads or embroidery? 

■ You can buy leather rotary hole punches 
at hardware shops.

Good luck, and remember to send in photos of
your finished purses!

■ Purse pattern (on a 
separate sheet of paper
inside your magazine; 
contact YAC HQ if 
yours is missing!)

■ Cardboard to make a 
template

■ Scissors

■ Ruler
■ Marker pen
■ Leather (or leatherette) 
■ Cord
■ Single rotary hole 

punch (or bradawl) 
suitable for leather

Leather purse
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2. Draw around the template
on your leather or leatherette
using a marker pen. Make sure
you do this on the reverse side
of your material that will be the
inside of your finished purse!
Mark each hole too. You will
need two of these shapes
to make your purse.

10.


